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ABSTRACT
The article is devoted to the systems analysis technologies application in the sphere of managerial decisions selection in
economic growth based performance criteria using different optimality principles. The modern practice of public
administration faces the problem of choosing a solution based on a few or multiple criteria in conditions of economic
growth. The scientific problem of new systems analysis technologies workability that make it possible to justify
managerial decisions using several optimality principles is actualized. The developing a methodology for substantiating
managerial decisions of public authorities and local self-government, which could be used by both bodies, is grounded.
Conditions of uncertainty in economic growth arise due to the influence of uncontrollable factors on the effectiveness of
managerial decisions is noted. The use of the principles of optimism, pessimism, guaranteed results, guaranteed losses,
minimax risk (Savage principle) for the systematic justification of managerial decisions is proposed. The use of multicriteria models in economic growth enables to reasonably choose the optimal solution is grounded. Multi-criteria
optimization as a system analysis technology for the most effective choice of project under uncertainty is used. An
example of optimal choice of local authorities for the project of public-private partnership in the sphere of investment
in infrastructure development as an important area of economic growth is given.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of information technology and communications significantly increases competition in all
forms of manifestation, which is a common factor of uncertainty in economic conditions. General trends in
the uncertainty of the economic environment are exacerbated in Ukraine due to the incompleteness of market
transformation processes in the economy, instability in politics and social life. At all hierarchical levels of
the economic system, these processes create an additional complication of economic growth. Therefore,
developing a methodology for substantiating managerial decisions (MD) of public authorities and local selfgovernment in the face of economic growth, which could be used by both public administration and local
self-government bodies, becomes very relevant for economic science in Ukraine.
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This problem becomes especially relevant in the context of decentralization of authority, with the
transition to the principles of public administration, when significant financial resources for investment
purposes are transferred to local communities. Thus, according to a survey conducted by the National
Agency of Ukraine for Civil Service within the Council Europe project, about 70% of respondents from local
communities in all regions claimed that the priority of local governments was infrastructure investment 1. In
particular, in 2020, UAH 73 billion was allocated for road repair, maintenance and reconstruction alone
(Akhmedova, 2014). Investment projects in social infrastructure do not have a direct economic effect, but
can stimulate the economic growth of each country. We support the opinion of the World Bank experts, who
note that the effect of such projects arises as a result of synergistic and multiplicative manifestations of
different impacts on the economy (economic, social, environmental and other effects)2. So, the modern
practice of public administration faces the problem of choosing a solution based on a few or multiple criteria
in conditions of economic growth. This requires the scientific development of new systems analysis
technologies that make it possible to justify MD using several optimality principles.

2. Brief literature review
The theoretical basis taking into account the uncertainty in management decisions developed in the writings
of the founders of this scientific direction F. Knight (1921) and G. Simon (1976). Due to L. Zade's research,
uncertainty is no longer regarded as an external obstacle to managerial decision-making, but is interpreted as
its integral characteristic of the functioning of economic systems (Baturshin et al, 2007; Vinokurov, 2020;
Kolesnichenko, 2020; Shmygol et al, 2020; Menshikov et al, 2020; Komarova et al, 2021; Koval et al,
2020).
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of managerial decisions that are made at the stage of substantiation
of the feasibility of their implementation, it is proposed to use deterministic and probabilistic models in the
economic literature (Trunina et al, 2018; Hlibko, 2020; Radukanov, 2017). The use of a deterministic
approach implies that the expectations should have a clear interpretation and accurate estimate. This
approach leads to significant limitations of its application in the conditions of uncertainty and
unpredictability of the environment (Yankovyi et al, 2019).

2.1. The purpose of the paper
Most widely, the scientific literature highlights one of the possible ways of solving this problem, which is to
improve the methodology for predicting and using probabilistic models. However, the use of these models is
complicated by the uncertainty of the factors that characterize the environment. In practice, this leads to a

1Advertising
2

and sales promotion. The essence of advertising and its main features, http://megalektsii.ru/s56216t1.html.

National Agency of Ukraine for Civil Service, 2020. Center.gov.ua, URL: https://bit.ly/3kwZKWK
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decrease in the reliability of probability models. Given the shortcomings of deterministic and probabilistic
models, the authors propose to adapt the theory of game theory to select optimal MD.

2.1.1. Results and discussion
When deciding on the feasibility of implementing MD, it is necessary to take into account environmental
factors that are uncontrollable, and factors that can be influenced by the state and economic entities, i.e.
controllable. Controllable factors have financial, logistical and organizational content. It is assumed that the
adjustment of the controllable factors is intended to maximize the effectiveness of the MD in the context of
economic growth.
Denote the possible variants of MD that are aimed at achieving the optimum result by Xj. For

local communities, for example, such MD can be highway reconstruction projects, capital
reconstruction of schools, and building sewage treatment plants. These MDs are alternative. A set
of these alternatives will look like:
X = { X j }, j = 1, m

(1)

Then the area of choice of optimal MD is determined by the influence of uncontrollable factors.
Unmanaged factors (Yi) include macroeconomic economic conditions, foreign economic factors, social,
environmental, etc. We denote the set of uncontrollable factors by:
Y = {Yi }, i = 1, n

(2)

The performance evaluation of the MD is performed using criterion (E). Performance criteria can be, in
our example, indicators of economic, social, environmental performance. According to Radukanov (2014),
efficiency has different manifestations and on this basis are distinguished: resource efficiency, cost
efficiency, market efficiency, social efficiency, etc. In this case, the performance can be estimated using
absolute or relative indicators (efficiency). Absolute metrics are defined as the difference between the result
and the cost of resources to achieve that result. Absolute metrics were named effect. A prerequisite for their
application is the uniformity of units of outcome and cost. Relative metrics are determined by dividing the
result by the amount of resources expended to achieve that result. Relative metrics can be used for both the
same and different units of numerator and denominator to achieve this result. Therefore, it is advisable to use
them in systematic analysis of different MDs. Therefore, the criterion of performance is the relative indicator
- efficiency.
To evaluate the performance of MD, economic efficiency indicators are most often used, which allow
them to carry out a comparative analysis, namely: internal rate of return, coefficient of profit-cost, payback
period of investments. In quantitative terms, the impact of each of the uncontrolled factors (Y i) on the
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performance of any MD (Xj) will be different. The dependence of the metric used as a performance criterion
on alternatives and uncontrollable factors is:
Е = Е ( Х ,У )

(3)

Provided that alternatives to X and Y factors are discrete, an efficiency matrix is formed:

E( X , Y )

(4)

Matrix 4 allows us to determine the best variant of MD ( x 0  X ) using one of the principles of
optimality. Such principles may be: maximum efficiency (optimistic principle), minimum efficiency
(pessimistic principle), guaranteed result principle or others. Several principles can be used to systematically
analyze MD’s performance and select the best solution:
G = {g l }, l = 1, L

(5)

Each of the principles of optimality generally leads to different conclusions about the effectiveness of
MD. The following two situations are possible:
1.

The results of using each principle of optimality lead to the choice of the same MD,
x1 (q1 ) = x 2 (q 2 ) = ... = x n (q n )

2.

(6)

The optimal MDs that are determined when applying different principles are different, that is:
x1 (q1 )  x 2 (q 2 )  ...  x n (q n )

(7)

In situations where the optimal MDs by all principles do not overlap, there is a problem of determining
the final MDs, which is adopted for implementation on the basis of systematic analysis of the multi-criterion
efficiency model.
Consider an example of choosing the optimal MD based on an assessment of the cost-effectiveness of
public-private partnership (PPP) projects under uncertainty using several optimality principles. Suppose that
four PPP projects (x1, x2, x3, x4) have been submitted for the competition, for which the basic principles of
optimality are applied: optimism; pessimism; guaranteed result; guaranteed losses; Savage principle.
Creating a model for choosing the optimal MD based on game theory should start with building an
efficiency matrix. The most time-consuming and responsible step in applying game models to determine
optimal MD is to economically evaluate the metrics on which the efficiency matrix is built, because
inaccurate estimates in the efficiency matrix cannot be offset by any computational methods and usually lead
to an erroneous result.
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When constructing the efficiency matrix, it is assumed that uncontrollable factors (y1… yn) affect the
efficiency of MD simultaneously, but in each yi the influence of the corresponding uncontrolled factor is
preferred. The predominant influence of factor 1 (y1) on the PPP project efficiency by number 1 (x1) is
estimated by the efficiency of E11, the predominant influence of factor 2 (y2) on the efficiency of project 1
(x1) by the magnitude of E12, etc. (Table 1).

Table 1. Efficiency matrix
х

y
y1

y2

…

yn

x1

E11

E12

…

E1n

x2

E21

E22

…

E2n

…

…

…

…

…

xm

Em1

Em2

…

Emn

On the basis of the principle of optimism, the upper limit of efficiency of PPP projects is determined in
the conditions of uncertainty of the environment, which allows choosing the optimal project (Table 2):

Eopt = max max E(x, y )

(8)

x  X , y Y
Table 2. Optimism principle efficiency matrix
х

y

max E

y1

y2

…

yn

x1

E11

E12

…

E1n

E1max

x2

E21

E22

…

E2n

E2max

…

…

…

…

…

…

xm

Em1

Em2

…

Emn

Emmax

The principle of pessimism implies that uncontrollable factors act in the most unfavorable way and those that
are controllable are misused. This principle sets the bottom line for the effectiveness of PPP projects that are
selected for implementation under the influence of uncontrollable factors. The principle of pessimism is
written in the form (Table 3):

E pes = min min E(x, y )

(9)

x  X , y Y
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Table 3. Pessimism principle efficiency matrix
х

y

min E

y1

y2

…

yn

x1

E11

E12

…

E1n

E1min

x2

E21

E22

…

E2n

E2min

…

…

…

…

…

…

xm

Em1

Em2

…

Emn

Emmin

The Guaranteed Result principle shows what kind of guaranteed result we can get in the presence of
uncontrollable factors that act in the most unfavorable way. This principle is written in the form (Table 4):

Eg = min min E g (x, y )

(10)

x  X , y Y
Table 4. The guaranteed result principle efficiency matrix
х

y

min Eg

y1

y2

…

yn

x1

E11

E12

…

E1n

E1g min

x2

E21

E22

…

E2n

E2g min

…

…

…

…

…

…

xm

Em1

Em2

…

Emn

Emg min

The Savage principle is used to determine the minimum amount of damage (actual or potential) caused by
the influence of uncontrollable factors (Table 5):

(

Es = min max Y x, y /

)

(11)

x  X , y Y

Table 5. Savage principle damage matrix
х

y

maxY

y1

y2

…

yn

x1

E11

E12

…

E1m

Y1max

x2

E21

E22

…

E2m

Y2max

…

…

…

…

…

…

Xn

En1

En2

…

Enm

Enmax

where У (х, у’) = max E (x, y’) – E (x, y’) – is the amount of damage caused by the choice of a
suboptimal PPP project;
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y’ – is a fixed value of y.
The principle of guaranteed losses determines the deviation (loss) of efficiency caused by the action of
uncontrollable factors. This principle is formulated as follows (Table 6):
Table 6. Guaranteed loss principle damage matrix
х

y

maxP

y1

y2

…

x1

P 11

P 12

…

P

1m

P 1max

x2

P 21

P 22

…

P 2m

P 2max

…

…

…

…

…

…

Xn

P n1

P n2

…

P nm

P nmax

yn

𝑃𝑔 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑃(x / , y)

(12)

𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌
(13)

𝑃(x / , y) = 𝐸(x / , y)𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸(𝑥, 𝑦),
where x/ – is a fixed value of x.

To test the multi-criteria MD system analysis technology based on the use of game models, let's consider
our example. Suppose there are four public-private partnership (PPP) projects (x1, x2, x3, x4) proposed for
competition by state or local government: x1 – highway reconstruction, x2 – capital reconstruction of schools,
stadium construction, building sewage treatment plants. Effectiveness of these projects depends largely on
the effects of uncontrollable factors: y1 - macroeconomic - population savings; y2 - foreign trade - the ratio of
prices for domestic and similar imported goods; y3 - social - changes in demand in the sectoral markets (due
to changes in the preferences of the population). In order to fill the efficiency matrices, the factors (y 1, y2, y3,
y4) value must be quantified and reduced to a comparative form. This reduction is performed via
standardization and transforming all indicators into a score using a single scale. In our example, the scale has
a range from 1 to 15 points. An example of such a methodology is the UN recommendations for determining
the human development index1. The calculation results are given in у (Table 7).
We determine the optimal PPP according to the criterion of economic efficiency according to the above
principles of optimality:
1. on the principle of optimism:
0
x opt
= x 2 , E oпп = 12

1

units;

UNDP, United Nations Development Programme, 2020. URL: https://bit.ly/3pvBWpM
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Table 7. PPP project efficiency matrix
х

y

maxE

minE

y1

y2

y3

x1

7

9

5

9

5

x2

2

7

12

12

2

x3

3

8

4

8

3

x4

1

10

6

10

1

We determine the optimal PPP according to the criterion of economic efficiency according to the above
principles of optimality:
2. on the principle of optimism:
0
x opt
= x 2 , E oпп = 12

units;

on the principle of pessimism:
0
xopt
= x 4 , E пес = 1 units;

on the principle of guaranteed result:

x г0 = x1 , Eг = 5 units.

Let us find the optimal solution using the Savage principle. To do this, we construct a loss matrix (Table
8) based on a basic efficiency matrix (Table 7). Select the maximum efficiency of PPP projects from the
table 7 under the influence of factor 1 (y1). This corresponds to 7 units (Е11) for the 1st project (x1).
Determine the value of (Е11) (7 units) as a fixed value for factor u1 and calculate the magnitude of the
losses of all projects, compared to the maximum value. The results of the calculations are given in the 1st
column (у1) of the Table 8. For different factors у2 and у3 we will carry out similar operations and
calculations.

Table 8. PPP project loss matrix
х

y

maxY

y1

y2

y3

x1

0

1

7

7

x2

5

3

0

5

x3

4

2

8

8

x4

6

0

6

6
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According to the Savage principle, the PPP project that corresponds to the minimum amount of losses
0
will be optimal: xc = x2 , Yг = 5 units.

To apply the principle of guaranteed losses, we construct a loss matrix by choosing from the table 7 the
maximum value of PPP projects efficiency under the influence of factors.
For project х1 – it is 9 units (E12) under the influence of factor у2. We are able to calculate the magnitude
of the losses of all projects, compared to the maximum value. The results of the calculations are given in the
1st row (х1) of the Table 9.

Table 9. The loss matrix for the PPP projects
х

y

maxП

y1

y2

y3

x1

2

0

4

4

x2

10

5

0

10

x3

5

0

4

5

x4

9

0

4

9

Perform the same operations and calculations for projects х2, х3, х4.
0
Let's determine the optimal PPP project based on the principle of guaranteed losses: x гп = x1 , П г = 4

units.

The results of the application of different principles are given in Table 10.
In our example, a systematic analysis of the effectiveness of PPP projects submitted to the competition
shows that projects № 1 and № 2 should be preferred to select the optimal MD.

Table 10. Optimal PPP projects identified with application of different principles of optimality
Principle

Optimal projects

Optimism principle

x2

Pessimism principle

x4

Guaranteed result principle

x1

Savage principle

x2

Guaranteed loss principle

x1

Thus, according to different optimality principles, MD is formed that project № 1 (highway
reconstruction) is optimal for implementation on two principles: guaranteed result and guaranteed losses;
project № 2 (capital reconstruction of schools) is also based on two principles: optimism (maximum
efficiency) and Savage principle (minimax risk). This is also confirmed by the results of a comparative
analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the selected projects, since both projects № 1 and № 2 have the same,
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and substantially greater than the other, control over the allocation of efficiency. At the same time, the
analysis of the degree of risk of these projects shows that the distribution of efficiency under the influence of
uncontrollable factors in project № 2 has a range of fluctuations of efficiency of 2 - 12 units and in project №
1 there are only 5-9 units, so there are certain reasons to conclude that project № 1 is less risky. Thus, the use
of multi-criteria models in economic growth enables, for example local authorities, to reasonably choose the
optimal solution.

CONCLUSION
Approbation of models of multi-criteria optimization on an example of a choice of managerial decisions in
the context of economic growth gives the grounds to draw the following conclusions:
1. the use of these models increases the validity of decisions, because it is based on qualitative
(substantive) and quantitative assessments of socio-economic efficiency of alternative capital investments
in infrastructure development;
2. models of multi-criteria optimization allow comparative analysis of qualitatively (substantively)
different indicators of alternative capital investments;
3. these models make it possible to take into account and compare any factors influencing managerial
decisions in economic growth;
4. the degree of validity, as in the use of any other methods of assessing socio-economic efficiency,
depends on the reliability of measuring quantitative parameters and the quality of expert opinions.
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